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MC-5-RBE
Blue w/ Relief Map

5”

MC-5-ATE
Antique Beige

5”

The MOVA® Cube is a globe that rotates continuously on its 
own while floating inside a cube. The unique cube employs 
sophisticated and patented low-friction and optical fluid 
levitation technologies to achieve its mesmerizing effect in 
an eco-friendly design that requires no batteries. With its 
physics-defying movement and striking geometric design, 
the MOVA Cube is a true technological and decorative 
innovation and a unique addition to the home décor market.

MOVA® Cube 
A new dimension of wonder

Product Innovation Finalist
Icon Honors 2015

 

What is the most innovative feature of the 
MOVA® Cube?

The globe inside the cube appears as if it’s 
floating magically in mid-air without any 
apparent forces, in clear violation of gravity. 
The inner globe is suspended in a complex 
mixture of liquids with different densities to 
create this mesmerizing illusion.
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MOVA® Globe 

MG-45-RBE
Blue with Relief Map

4.5”, 6”, 8.5”

MG-45-ATE
Antique Beige

4.5”, 6”, 8.5”

MG-45-BGE
Blue with Relief Map

Gloss Finish 
4.5”, 6”

MG-45-ATW
Antique Gloss Finish

4.5”, 6”

MG-45-BOE
Blue with Political Map

4.5”, 6”, 8.5”

MG-45-SBE
Silver and Black Metallic

4.5”, 6”, 8.5”*

MG-45-SLR
Silver Earth

4.5”, 6”

MG-45-NBE
Cobalt Blue and Silver

4.5”, 6”

MG-45-CBE
Copper and Black Earth

4.5”

MG-45-STW
Satellite View 

with Gold Lettering
4.5”, 6”

MG-45-GCT
Cassini Terrestrial

(Green)
4.5”, 6” 

MG-45-WCT
Cassini Terrestrial

(White)
4.5”, 6”, 8.5”

Classic and Contemporary

The acclaimed MOVA® World Maps collection adds a new level 
of magic and decorative appeal to the legacy of traditional world 
maps. Featuring a diverse assortment of maps ranging from 
antique finishes and classic depictions to contemporary metal-
lic displays, this collection of rotating maps keeps you thinking 
globally about the world. Each globe exudes style, sophistica-
tion, and a touch of traveler’s flair.

MOVA® world maps

* Design for 8.5” SBE varies 
from image shown.

The MOVA® Globe is a luxurious décor item that turns continuously on its own using energy from ambient light and 
the Earth’s magnetic field. Composed of advanced solar cells and magnetic components, each MOVA Globe is 
expertly handcrafted to simulate calm perpetual motion. The eco-conscious design requires no batteries or wires, 
creating an object of mystery and beauty that makes the perfect gift for any occasion. The MOVA Globe is available 
in five eye-catching design collections and three sizes (4.5”, 6”, 8.5”)  to appeal to any personality.
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MG-45-MOON
Moon
4.5”, 6”

MG-45-SATURN
Saturn
4.5”, 6”

MG-45-STA
Silver and Black
Constellations

4.5”, 8.5”*

MG-45-TITAN
Titan

4.5”, 6”

MG-45-STE-NE
Natural Earth
4.5”, 6”, 8.5”

MG-45-MARS
Mars

4.5”, 6”

MG-45-VESTA
Vesta
4.5”, 6”

MG-45-NEPTUNE
Neptune
4.5”, 6”

MG-45-JUPITER
Jupiter
4.5”, 6”

MG-45-VENUS
Venus
4.5”, 6”

MG-45-STE-C
Satellite View

with Cloud Cover
4.5”, 6”

Calm, Celestial, and Captivating

The popular MOVA® Space collection recreates the wonders of 
the universe right in front of your eyes. Detailed renderings of the 
planets, moons, asteroids and stars are brought into orbit by our 
kinetic technology, capturing the full magnificence of the solar 
system in a tangible form. These telescope alternatives are the 
perfect gifts for astronomy enthusiasts and cosmic dreamers.

MOVA® Space

MG-6-CCG
Cassini Celestial

6”, 8.5”

* Design for 8.5” STA varies
   from image shown.

MG-45-MERCURY
Mercury
4.5”, 6”

“I think these are 
just beautiful. I 
would totally buy this 
at a museum or 
planetarium gift 
shop. One of these is 
going onto my 
mental wishlist.”
— Pam Vincent 
Hoskins
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MG-45-EARTH*
From the Earth

4.5”

MG-45-FISH*
Fish Eye View

4.5”

MG-45-PANTHEON*
Pantheon

4.5”

MG-6-WGB
Butterfly

6”

MG-45-ARH
Home for the Holidays

4.5”, 6”

* Limited edition; each globe is signed and numbered by the artist.

Art in Motion

MOVArt™ is a gallery-inspired collection of moving artworks 
produced by talented artists. Each design is the result of an 
artist’s meticulous handiwork combined with our patented 
technology to tell a beautiful story with every rotation of the 
globe. Vivid colors, intricate details, and compelling narrative 
elements bring the MOVArt™ globes to life in any setting.

MOVA® Art

Wendy Gold
Butterfly

Using recycled materials and her 
successful background in decoupage 
artwork, Wendy Gold creates unique 
world maps, push-pin maps, hand-
signed lithographs and one-of-a-kind 
custom vintage globes. Well-known in 
interior design and home decor spheres, 
Gold continues to spread her 
eco-friendly artwork by licensing to travel 
journals, note cards, and puzzles.

Dick Termes
Pantheon, Fish Eye View, From the Earth

Inspired by M.C. Escher and Buckmin-
ster Fuller, Dick Termes found his 
artistic drive in creating complete 3D 
worlds. He uses a 6-point perspective in 
his work, a technique that transforms 
2D painting into an intricate visual 
experience exploring time and motion. 
He has worked on over 160 spherical 
surfaces for the past 32 years and is an 
internationally acclaimed artist.

About the Artists

Andy Russell
Home for the Holidays

After experiencing dreams of incredible 
landscapes, Andy Russell decided to turn 
his imagination into a career. Using a 
“glazing” technique of layering thin colors  
to create a glow, he has produced a 
surreal collection of dreamscapes for 
over 40 years. Today, Andy is a member 
of the National Acrylic Painters and 
Buffalo Society of Artists and continues 
to expand his subject matter.
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MG-45-BSL
Baseball

4.5”

MG-45-BSK
Basketball

4.5”

MG-45-SCR
Soccer

4.5”

MG-45-LOVE
Love
4.5”

MG-45-GHS
Golden Prajna Paramita

Heart Sutra
4.5”, 6”

MG-45-BHS
Blue Prajna Paramita

Heart Sutra
4.5”

Always in Action

The MOVA®  Sport collection recreates balls from the world’s 
most popular sports and gives them a “spin” with our signature 
motion. Fashioned with sporty details and crisp textures, these 
globes will keep sports fans in eager anticipation of their team’s 
next game. They are especially perfect for team trophies, sport 
awards, and coaches’ gifts.

MOVA® Sport

Perpetual Sentiments

The MOVA®  Special Moments collection captures life’s pursuits 
and experiences through one-of-a-kind kinetic designs. Rich 
colors, striking thematic motifs, and meaningful messages turn 
continuously on the globes to express your deepest sentiments. 
These eloquent designs are the go-to gifts to celebrate special 
occasions.

How is the MOVA® Globe made?
The MOVA Globe is composed of two spheres. 
A motion mechanism of solar cells and 
magnetic components is placed inside an inner 
globe joined by two acrylic hemispheres. An 
outer shell is then assembled around the inner 
globe and filled with a liquid to allow the globe 
to move freely. The liquid projects the graphics 
on the outer shell, bringing the entire piece to 
life as one globe.

MOVA® Special moments

How does light pass through?
Our patented printing technique creates the 
right amount of transparency for light to pass 
through the graphics and reach the motion 
mechanism inside the globe to power the 
rotation. At the same time, the graphics are 
vivid and opaque enough to conceal the inner 
workings, creating a sense of magic and 
mystery in the eyes of the beholder.
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MOVA® BASES

45-WPA-W
Arched Natural Wood Base
5.5” Length  x 3.25” Width

x 1.27” Height

45-WPA-B
Arched Black Wood Base
5.5” L x 3.25” W x 1.27” H

45-COBRA
Natural Wood Base

6-COBRA
Natural Wood Base

45-WPS-W
Square Natural Wood Base
4.65” L x 4.65” W x 1.38” H

45-WPS-B
Square Black Wood Base
4.65” L x 4.65” W x 1.38” H

45-SCB
Small Crystal Base

3” Bottom x 2.4” Top x 1.6” Height

45-MCB
Medium Crystal Base
3.2” B x 2.3” T x 3.2” H

6-MCB
Medium Crystal Base

3.94” B x 3.15“ T x 1.97” H

85-LCB
Large Crystal Base

3.5” B x 2.5” T x 3.5” H

For 4.5” MOVA Globes

For 6” MOVA Globes

6-WPS-W
Square Natural Wood Base
5.12” L x 5.12” W x 1.38” H

6-WPS-B
Square Black Wood Base
5.12” L x 5.12” W x 1.38” H

For 8.5” MOVA Globes

All MOVA®  Globes come packaged with a standard three-pronged acrylic base. To give the globe more decorative 
appeal, we offer several alternative bases, including sleek wooden stands and elegant crystal pedestals. All MOVA®  

Bases are crafted to enhance the MOVA Globe’s motion and showcase the variety of striking designs.
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MOVA Bases open up more possibilties for decorating with the MOVA Globe.



MOVA® Creations can be customized and personalized to suit the 
needs of any customer, whether it be for corporate gift awards or 
for special gifts. We offer services ranging from a simple base 
engraving to a completely customized MOVA® Globe. Custom 
bases for our globes are the quickest and most cost-effective 
option. We provide multiple types of customization on our acrylic 
and crystal bases, including: laser engraving, silk-screen printing, 
3D laser design, and engraved plaques. For information and 
pricing, contact us at corporategift@turtletechdesign.com.

©2015 MOVA® is a registered trademark in USA and a registered CTM in Europe of TurtleTech Design, Inc. All rights reserved. USA Patents 6,853,283, 
6,937,125 European Patent 1,224,653 Japan Patents 4,111,713, 4,969,749  China Patents ZL00814484.2, ZL00814485.0, ZL03820642.0 Taiwan Patents 

176258,292566, Other granted and pending patents.

MOVA® International Asia
8F, No 222, Sec 1
He Ping East Rd.
Da An District, Taipei, Taiwan
886-2-2369-0868
sales.intl@turtletechdesign.com

MOVA® International is grounded by a simple dream – to encour-
age people to pause for a moment in their daily lives and appreci-
ate the calming nature of Earth. Founded in 2003, our mission is 
to apply our patented technologies to create unique luxury 
products that capture the imagination. After years of intensive 
research and development, the MOVA Globe was born in 2008. 
Since then we’ve expanded our product line to include new sizes, 
shapes, and designs. Today we are exploring new technologies 
and looking for artist collaborations to add even more wonder to 
our creations and exemplify the best of art and science.

facebook.com/MOVAGlobeOfficial

instagram.com/mova_globes

pinterest.com/movaintl

Custom Creations

About Us

Make a lasting impression by having a MOVA Globe base engraved.

MOVA® Europe UG (haftungsbeschränkt) 

Hasenbergsteige 14
D-70178
Stuttgart, Germany
886-2-2369-0868
sales.intl@turtletechdesign.com

MOVA® International
5703 Oberlin Drive
Suite 107
San Diego, CA 92121
1-888-552-MOVA (6682)
sales@turtletechdesign.com

youtube.com/MOVAGlobeTTD

twitter.com/MOVA_Globes

linkedin.com/company/turtletech-design-inc-

The MOVA “family” of Earth-inspired products includes the acclaimed
MOVA Globe collection and the innovative MOVA Cube.

contact us

follow us
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Learn more about our company and products at www.movainternational.com.


